Ignite Your Business Success
End-to-End Solutions & High Touch Services
Ignite Your Business Success

Discover Why Our Clients
Choose Exerve
“Exerve is an integral part of our
team - making use of the CIOservice offering - growing and
expanding our company and our
capabilities. The quality and knowhow provided by Exerve is by far
superior to anything a typical
smaller/mid-size company could
expect from its own staff.”
"We are very excited. So far all of
our expectations have been
exceeded!"
"You exhibit patience,
understanding, and knowledge of
product in an industry not
particularly known for those traits."
“The Detailed Service History
allows us to review and analyze all
our past service work.”
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Business Solutions
Complete End‐to‐end business solutions. For your traditional
accounting needs, you get products simple enough to be easy but
powerful enough to manage your most challenging situations. Our
solutions contain innovative and unique ways to help you make better
decisions, plan for success, and increase profits.
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•
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•

Financial Management
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
E‐Business / E‐Commerce
Inventory & Distribution Management
Sales & Service Management
Rental Management
Job Costing
And much more

Service
Proactive Closed-Loop Support™
Service is the defining characteristic of a software company.
Exerve has over 30 years of combined experience in using and
supporting software under real world conditions. We are
dedicated to providing proactive, expert services to our clients.
Beyond just answering questions about how software works, we
provide advanced proactive solutions to solve problems before
they occur. With Exerve’s support, your software provides
solutions without headaches.
Rent-a-CIO™
What if you could rent your CIO - Chief Information Officer?
What if your company had a person on call, who was actually
part of your staff, who came to all the meetings, was an expert
in every platform, networking, business processes, etc. - but
instead of hiring that person, you rented their expertise for a
low monthly fee? No fringe benefits, health insurance, 401Ks,
vacations - just the person you need, when you need them.
Exerve can provide this for you.

Complete End-to-End Solutions for Your Business

Why Should You Consider Exerve
We know how software works - but more importantly - we have an intimate knowledge of how business works.
We work with you and your team to help you free cash trapped inside your business functions. Our solutions
extend key business functions throughout your operation and onto the Internet - combining the best of today's
technology with years of robust functionality igniting business productivity, cost reductions, new market and
organic sales growth.
Our solutions help you to be more competitive and profitable.
Return-On-Resources
Working with you, we reduce costs & increase profits by integrating back office functions with front office
functions with customers and suppliers. We can achieve closed loop integration from point of sale to point of
delivery, allowing your business resources to ebb & flow so that you balance your operating issues to meet
market pressures more effectively than your competition.
Business Risk Minimization
Exerve specializes in helping businesses manage their daily operational risks by connecting key operational
functions of your business together into one integrated business management solution. All of your business
information and key business priorities and KPIs (key performance indicators) are available for instant review.
Exerve increases your awareness, so you can address urgent business issues.
Long Term Investment – Long Term Partner
When you invest in our solutions, you are investing for the long term. You may never need another business
software solution. Our solutions work great for small businesses and large businesses – from $500 Thousand
to $500 Million. The average business changes accounting software every 3 to 7 years. We have clients that
have been using our solutions for over 17 years, up their growth curve.

How You Get Started
Ignite Success™ Process
Exerve's trademarked Ignite Success™ Process walks you through a thorough analysis of your business and
identifies key areas you can address to Ignite Business Success. Five simple steps help you get started.
Step One: Quick Questions - The process starts with 5 quick questions. These questions will quickly
uncover the existence of hidden value in your business. Once we have answered these questions you will
know if it is worthwhile to continue through the process.
Step Two: Deep Analysis - Process & Solution Plan - We identify the processes that should be deeply
examined. The result of this process will be a business analysis summary and specific recommendations you
should consider for your business.
Step Three: Cash Positive Solution Review - When considering time or dollar investments for your business
today, you do not have years for your investment to pay dividends. You should focus on investments that are
cash positive right now. Our Cash Positive Review will let us know if this is one of those investments for you.
Step Four: Solution Rollout - We are now at the decision point. Do you want to take action on our
recommendations? If so, maybe you can do the work yourself. Or maybe you need our help. One of our endto-end business solutions may make sense.
Step Five: Ignition, Success & Profit Review - You have done it. You have improved your business,
optimized key processes, released cash trapped in your business processes and dramatically improved your
profit situation. Let's look at the results, enjoy the feeling of success, and maybe there is more we can do.

